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The purpose of this paper is to examine the multidisciplinary design
optimization �MDO� of a reentry vehicle� In this paper� optimization of a
RV based on minimization of heat �ux integral and minimization of axial force
coe�cient integral and maximization of static margin integral along reentry
trajectory is carried out� The classic optimization methods are not applicable
here due to the complexity of the equations� Therefore� in this research� the
genetic algorithm technique is utilized for optimization of the RV� In addition�
the results of the genetic algorithm are validated with those of two other
methods� Pareto genetic algorithm and response surface method� In the present
paper� in order to decrease the computational time� parallel processing strategy
is employed here�

INTRODUCTION

An RV experiences hypersonic and supersonic �ight
regimes during reentry to atmosphere� Therefore� it is
an important problem to design an RV with minimum
integrated drag during the entire �ight mission while
satisfying heat�transfer constraints� The aerodynamic
design of an RV strongly in�uences the design of other
subsystems �disciplines�� i�e� structure� propulsion sys�
tem� control� and thermal protection system� For
instance� during the reentry to the atmosphere� an RV
experiences high heat transfer rate due to aerodynamic
heating phenomenon� Consequently� its structure is
imposed to high gradient thermal stresses that may
cause the failure of the structure� An optimized
aerodynamic con�guration can reduce the se the failur
re imposed to thermal stress number �ight condition�
an RV experiences e	ects of thermal stresses on the
structure�
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Optimization of an RV con�guration based on
an aerodynamic discipline may not necessarily lead
to an optimized con�guration and interactions of the
aerodynamic discipline with other disciplines should be
considered in con�guration design and optimization�
Moreover� optimization of a con�guration only in a
speci�ed condition will not result in an optimized
con�guration for the whole the �ying trajectory� Con�
sequently� integrated design optimization based on the
whole trajectory should be considered in con�guration
design and optimization�

Many papers have been published regarded on
con�guration design optimization with considering the
aerodynamic discipline besides other disciplines� Monti
et�al� worked on optimization of an RV con�guration
based on structure and aerothermodynamic disciplines
for the point of maximum dynamic pressure� Gang
et�al� designed optimized control and guidance sub�
systems for a speci�ed con�guration with consider�
ing the aerodynamic discipline� Jianjun et�al� linked
geometry� aero
aero thermal� and trajectory together
in a collaborative engineering environment to form a
multidisciplinary analysis model of an RV performing
atmospheric reentry�

In this research� integration of the aero thermo�
dynamic heat �ux and integration of the axial drag
coe�cient on an RV are intended to be minimized
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during the entire reentry �ight� This multi�disciplinary
procedure have not been reported in similar works�

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem we are dealing with is minimization of
the integration of the produced heat �ux and the
integration of the axial drag coe�cient� The generay
con�guration of the RV vehicle is displayed in Figure
�� blunt nose radius and the angle of the conical parts
are considered as design variables� Moreover� tangency
of the �rst crank to the spherical nose is an inequality
nonlinear constraint function� The lengths of conical
and cylindrical parts 	L�� L�� L
� are constant� It
should be noted that due to the variation of the design
variables� the total length as well as the base diameter
of the RV may change�

Traditional search optimization approaches search
from point to point and result in one optimal design�
One common approach is the weighted objectives
approach� In this approach� the objective function of
the problem is expressed as ��	x�  ����	x������	x��
���� �nobj�nobj 	x��

NSGA�II algorithm is a good multi�objective ge�
netic optimization algorithm based on Pareto�optimal
approach� NSGA�II has good performance in design
and can produce all of the optimal results for di�erent
weighting factors�

Parameters of the genetic algorithm and multi�
objective Pareto genetic algorithm are presented in
Table �� Using these two methods� we generally reach
the neighborhood of the minimum point� Fmincon and
Fgoalattain hybrid functions are used in genetic and
Pareto algorithms respectively to make sure that the
minimum point is achieved� These hybrid functions
which are gradient�based optimizers� are executed after
�nishing the genetic algorithm and Pareto genetic
algorithm procedures� Furthermore� the number of
the iterations is increased to avoid approaching a local
minimum point� Mutation function� Mutation adapt
feasible� randomly generates directions that are adap�
tive with respect to the last successful or unsuccessful
generation� The feasible region is bounded by the
constraints and inequality constraints� A step length is
chosen along each direction so that linear constraints
and bounds are satis�ed�

In the present work� parallelization of the genetic
algorithm means that� equal to the number of produced
individuals 	RV� in each generation� the �ight simula�

Figure �� The design variables which Vary within a speci�c

range�

tion must be run and since running these simulations
is independent of each other� hence these simulations
can be run using parallel processing�

It should be noted that� since the aerothermo�
dynamic computations are carried out in each step in
the �ight simulation� the simulation takes nearly �����
minutes in a 
�� GHZ processor� Therefore� the need to
parallel genetic and Pareto algorithms may reduce the
computational time considerablely� The computations
were performed on a ���
�� GHZ cluster processor� The
run time for parallel simulation was about ����� hours�

Response Surface Method 	RSM� with second�
order polynomials can reduce the number of iterations�
The design space stretching technique through the
design variable transformation can be used to represent
the highly nonlinear behavior of the objective function
and design constraints e�ectively�

Central composite designs 	CCDs�� is shown in
Figure �� One of the designs of the experiment theories
is used to determine the experimental points needed
to build the response surface� The response surface
method is an n�factor� second�order design� where a
minimum number of experimental points are used to
minimize the variance by maximizing the determinant
of
��XTX

���
Where X is the design matrix� �fty experimental

points are �nally selected� This is the recommended
number of points required to build relatively accurate
regression models� The following equation represents
the generic form of the second�order response surface
equation used in this study�

R  b� �

kX

i��

bixi �

kX

i��

biix
�
i �

k��X

i��

kX

j�i��

bijxixj 	��

where R is the response 	heat �ux integral and axial
force coe�cient integral in this study�� b� is the
constant coe�cient� bi is the regression coe�cient for

Figure �� Central composed design�circumscribed�
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Table �� Pareto Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm parameters�

B� Pareto Genetic Algorithm A� Genetic Algorithm

�� Generations �� Generations

�� Population Size �� Population Size

��pi��	
�rad� �
�pi��	
�rad� 
����m� Lower Bound ��pi��	
�rad� �
�pi��	
�rad� 
����m� Lower Bound

�
�pi��	
�rad� ���pi��	
�rad� 
��m� Upper Bound �
�pi��	
�rad� ���pi��	
�rad� 
��m� Upper Bound

Mutation adapt feasible Mutation Function Mutation adapt feasible Mutation Function

F��� � �
e��Sum�Cx����

F��� � Sum��ux����

F�� � �
e�����Sum�abs�st������

Fitness Function


����
e��Sum�Cx����

�
���Sum��ux����

�
����
e�����Sum�abs�st������

Fitness Function

fgoalattain Hybrid Function Fmincon Hybrid Function

the �rst�order terms� bii is the coe�cient for the
pure quadratic terms� bij is the coe�cient for the
cross�product terms� xi�j is the design variable �shape
function parameters�� and k is the number of design
variables	

REENTRY TRAJECTORY MODEL

The vehicle trajectory is calculated by a three�
dimensional point mass model for the vehicle of
constant mass 
ying over a spherical planet with a
stationary atmosphere	 The � DOF re�entry 
ight
dynamics and kinetics was modeled� In order to achieve
the minimum restriction and singularities� quaternion
representation of vehicle attitude was used to avoid
computational singularities in the angular kinetic equa�
tions	 These equations are given in this section	 The
earth atmosphere was modeled based on the ���
Standard Atmosphere Model and the Global Reference
Atmospheric Model of 	 Flight initials conditions are
presented in Table �	 Some of the results of the �DOF
simulation for the optimum shape obtained by genetic
algorithm are presented in Figure �	

Table �� Flight initial conditions�

�

�m�s� v

���deg �

��deg �


deg �

	�km Height


�rad�s� p�q�r

Table �� Engineering methods

inviscid �ow viscous �ow

� Blunt body Reference Enthalpy

� Modi�ed Newtonian Spalding � chi


Modi�ed Newtonian plus

prandtl meyer

� Tangent cone

� High mach number

AEROTHERMODYNAMIC

CALCULATIONS

Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic calculations are
performed using semi�empirical relations	 Table �
presents some of the methods employed in the current
study	 In this table� the methods are categorized into
inviscid and viscous groups	 For calculation of the
aerodynamic coe�cients resulting from pressure for

ows with Mach less than or equal to �� the engineering
methods � and �� for impact regions� methods � and
�� and for shadow regions� method � are used	 For

ows with Mach number more than �� the engineering
methods � and �� for impact regions� and for shadow
region� the engineering methods � and � s are used	 For
regions where the 
ow separation occurs� the viscous

ow model is employed	

In the following� we present more details about
the methods given in Table � 	

Inviscid Pressure Methods

Blunt Body Empirical Ohio State University �OSU�
The experimental information obtained for a cylinder
shows that the surface pressure to free stream static
pressure ratio is independent of Mach number and
Reynolds number	 The experimental method for blunt
bodies gives an empirical relation for the pressure ratio�
curvature angle as follows�

p

p�
� ���� � ����� cos� � ���� cos�� � ����� cos��

� ����� cos�� ���

The above relation formulates the information obtained
for a cylinder and has a maximum error of �	��	 Even
when our models involve attack angle� the results have
very good agreement	

In the above equation� � is the circumference angle
of the cylinder which is zero at the Stagnation point�
and p� and p
� are surface pressure and Stagnation
pressure behind the impact wave respectively	

The pressure coe�cient is obtained as�

cp �

�
�
p�
p
�

��
p
�
p�

�� �

�
�
�

�
M� ���
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Figure �� Results of simulation�

p��
p�

� k
�

�
M� � � ��	

Modi�ed Newtonian Plus Prandtl Meyer

This method� described as the blunt body Newtonian
plus Prandtl Meyer technique� is based on the analysis
presented by Kaufman in Reference ��� The 
ow model
used in this method assumes a blunt body with a
detached shock followed by an expansion around the
body to supersonic conditions� This method uses a
combination of the modi�ed Newtonian and Prandtl
Meyer expansion the theory� Modi�ed Newtonian
theory is used along the body until a point is reached
where both the pressure and the pressure gradients
match those that would be calculated by a continuing
Prandtl Meyer expansion�

The calculation procedure derived for determining

the pressure coe�cient using the blunt body Newtonian
plus Prandtl Meyer technique is outlined below

�� Calculate free stream static to stagnation pressure
ratio�

P �
P�

P�
�

�
�

�� � �	M�
�

� �

���

�
��M�

�
� �� � �	

� � �

� �

���

��	

�� Assume a starting value of the matching Mach
number� Mq �for � � ��� assume Mq � ����	�

�� Calculate the matching point to free stream static
pressure ratio�

Q �
Pq

P�
�

�
�

� � �� � �	M�
q

� �

���

��	
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�� Calculate the new free stream static to stagnation
pressure ratio�

PC � Q

�
��

��M�

qQ

��M�
q � �����Q�

� �

���

�	�

�� Assume a new matching point Mach number ���	��
and repeat the above steps to obtain a second set
of data�


� With the above two tries� use a linear interpolation
equation to estimate a new matching point Mach
number� This process is repeated until the solution
converges�

	� Calculate the surface slope at the matching point�

sin� �q �
Q� P

�� P
���

�� Use the Prandtl Meyer expansion equations to nd
the Mach number on the surface element� M��

�� Calculate the surface pressure ratio�

Q �
P�

P�

� �C

�
� �

� � �

�
M�

�

�
�

�

���

���

Where �C is provided as an empirical correction
factor and P� is the pressure on the element of
interest�

��� Calculate the surface to free stream pressure ratio�

P�

P�
� �

�

P
��
P�

P�

� ����

��� Calculate the surface pressure coe�cient�

CP� �

�
�

�M�
�

�
�
P�

P�
� �� ����

As pointed out in several references� this correla�
tion has good agreement with the experimental data
for blunt shapes� However� if the surface curvature
changes gradually to zero slopes� at some distance from
the blunt stagnation point� the pressure calculated by
this method will be too high� This is caused by the
characteristics near the nose intersecting the curved
shock system and being re�ected back onto the body�

High Mach Number

For a reentry vehicle at a high velocity� the back areas
are expected to be in vacuum� i�e��

cp � �
�

�
�
M�
�

����

At the back areas� there is a little pressure due to
the viscosity of the gas� The experimental information
shows that this vacuum is approximately 	�� in the
air� so the expression of the pressure coe�cient will be�

cp � �
�

M�
�

����

�a�

�b�

�c�
Figure �� �a� A vertical line at each generation� showing
the range from the smallest to the largest �tness value� as
well as mean �tness value� �b� The average distance between
individuals in each generation� �c� Best and Mean Fitness
Value in each generation�

Viscous Force Calculation Methods

In this part� two methods are presented to estimate the
surface friction and heat transfer in hypersonic laminar
and turbulent �ows� One of these methods� the base
thermal degree method� is similarly used for the both
laminar and turbulent �ows while the second method
is merely applicable for turbulent �ows�
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Table �� Validation with CFD solver � Ca�

Mach Alpha�deg� Height�km� CFD Subroutine Di��

� � �� �	
���� �	��� �	�

� �� �� �	�� �	
��� 
	��

� � �� �	
������ �	
�
�� �	
�

� �� �� �	
�����
 �	���� �	�

�� � � �	������� �	����� ���	��

�� �� � �	

�� �	����� �
�	�

�� � �� �	
��
��� �	����� ��	��

�� �� �� �	
��� �	��
�� �
	��

Table �� Validation with CFD solver � Cn�

Mach Alpha�deg� Height�km� CFD Subroutine Di��

� � �� � � �

� �� �� �	�
 �	���
 ��	��

� � �� � � �

� �� �� �	
�� �	�� 
�	
�

�� � � � � �

�� �� � �	
��� �	
��� �	��

�� � �� � � �

�� �� �� �	
�� �	
�� ��	
�

Spalding Chi Method

The local skin friction coe�cient over a �at plate for
hypersonic �ow depends on �� Rex� Me and Tw�Te
�hypersonic similarity parameters�� that is�

cf 	 cf �Rex�Me� Tw�Te� �� �
��

Spalding and Chi presented a method based on
the assumption of a unique relation between cf Fc and
Rex FRe� where Fc and FRe are coupling parameters
which dependent on temperature to Mach number
ratio�

The values of Fc and FRe for air �� 	 
��� are
presented in references 
� and 
��

Having the �ow conditions and the surface
temperature� and also having Fc� FRe� cf Fc� and
Rex FRe cf can be determined�

The method 
 is employed for calculations of
aerodynamic coe�cients due to friction as well as
thermal �ux in laminar viscous �ows and the method
 is used for calculation of turbulent viscous �ows�

RESULTS

To validate the semi�empirical calculations� the results
are compared with those of CFD calculations� This
comparison is presented in Tables � to �� In these
tables� the aerodynamic coe�cients of the RV from the
semi�empirical and the CFD methods are compared�
Table � gives axial force coe�cients at various �ight
conditions� It can be seen that the maximum deviation
of the semi�empirical results from those of CFD is ��
� This deviation in a normal force coe�cient �CN� is

� �Table �� and in a pitching moment coe�cient
�CM� is 
�� �Table ��� These deviations show that

the semi�empirical calculations can be used as a proper
tool in design and optimization calculations�

In Figure �� the curves resulting from the exe�
cution of scalar genetic algorithm with speci�cations
given in Table 
A are shown� Figure �a shows a vertical
line in each generation whose its upper� lower and
middle limits respectively show the measure and the
prominence related to the maximum� the minimum and
the average of the objective function at the relevant
generation�

As it is seen� the more the upper and the lower
limits of the line approach each other� it implies
the a less jump occurs in the respective generation�
Figure �b shows the average distance between the
points� i�e� chromosomes� in each generation� In this
�gure� too� the more the average distance between the
chromosomes approaches to zero� the less jump occurs
in that generation� Figure �c illustrates the average
and the minimum values of the objective function in
each generation� As it is seen� the more we approach
the end of the genetic algorithm execution� the more
reduction occurs in the distance between the average
and the minimum values of the objective function
extremely reduces�

Pareto genetic algorithm� as its name shows� gives
some results which none of them has any special advan�
tages over the others and the designer should decide
on choosing the proper con�guration� In other words�
executing the pareto genetic algorithm is equivalent
to executing the scalar genetic algorithm for di�erent
weights of the objective function� Figures � show the
curves resulted from executing pareto genetic algorithm
with speci�cations given in Table 
B� In Figure �a�
the three dimensional form of the pareto front for
vectorial objective function with three components is
shown� Figure �b� Figure �c and Figure 
�d illustrate
the variation of the vectorial objective function com�
ponents in double forms� In Figures �� it is seen that
the scalar genetic algorithm result has been located
in pareto front of the pareto genetic algorithm� So�
pareto genetic algorithm con�rms the results obtained
by scalar genetic algorithm� In Table �� in addition
to the results for the respective objective functions in
vectorial and scalar genetic algorithms� the optimum

Table �� Validation with CFD solver � Cm

Mach Alpha�deg� Height�km� CFD Subroutine Di��

� � �� � � �

� �� �� �	��
 �	���� ��	�

� � �� � � �

� �� �� �	���� �	����� ��	��

�� � � � � �

�� �� � �	�
� �	��� 	��

�� � �� � � �

�� �� �� �	�� �	���� ��	��
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�a�
�b�

�c� �d�
Figure �� �a� The three dimensional form of the pareto front� �b� The variation of the vectorial objective function
components in double forms� �c� The variation of the vectorial objective function components in double forms� �d� The
variation of the vectorial objective function components in double forms�

con�gurations resulted from both algorithms based on
the design variables are also presented�

In RSM method� similar to the scalar genetic
algorithm method� the objective function has been
considered in nonvectorial form� As it is seen in Figure
�� �rstly� the objective function values for 	� predictor
points are obtained in an o
ine manner from the �ight
simulation� Secondly in the speci�ed domain of the
design variables� the objective function is calculated

Table �� Di�erence Between Results of GA and RSM�

Variable thetac� �rad� thetac� �rad� Rn �m�

GA �����	�	 ���
�	
� ������

RSM ����
� ���	
 �����

Di�� ������ �����	 ����	�

Table �� Di�erence Between Calculated Fitness Value and
Real Fitness Value�

Calculated Value ���������������

Real Value ��������
�����

Di�� 	��	��

by RSM for the whole design space� Table � shows the
dierence between the optimum con�gurations resulted
from scalar genetic algorithm and RSM� It is seen that
there is a little dierence between the results of the two
methods� Since RSM does not calculate the objective
functions in an online manner� but rather it guesses
the objective function values� the objective function
value obtained for the con�guration resulted from RSM
should be compared with its real value resulted from
�ight simulation for the same con�guration� This
comparison has been done in Table � in which a little
dierence is seen between the objective function value
calculated by RSM and its real value�

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� optimization of an RV based on min�
imization of heat �ux integral and minimization of
axial force coe�cient integral along reentry trajectory
was carried out� Semi empirical methods were used
for aerodynamic and aero heating calculations� A
comparison of the results of the methods with those of

Table �� Results of Pareto Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm�

Point F� F� F� thetac��rad� thetac��rad� Rn�m�

� ������������	 �����������
	�� ����	���	������	 ������ ����
� �����

��GA� ��������
����
	 ��	�����	���
� �����	���
��� ������ ���
� �����	

� ��
�		���

�� ��	���	�����
 ��������������� ������ ���	� ������

� �
���
�	�������� �	����	���	� ��

		��������
� ����	� ������ �����
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Figure �� Change of the objective function in model
response�

the CFD shows that these methods were proper tools
for these calculations� The RSM optimization method
predicted a lot of local minimum points that cannot
be captured with gradient� based optimization meth�
ods� However� search� based methods �algorithm and
genetic Pareto genetic algorithm� can �nd the absolute
minimum point and the results of RMS validate the
results of these two search methods�
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